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Super cute! Darling! How adorable is that?! Welcome to the world of Wee Wonderfuls. In this

charming collection, acclaimed toymaker and popular blogger Hillary Lang presents a captivating

gang of 24 huggable, lovable creatures to sewâ€”from classics like Margot, a topsy-turvy doll, and

the button-jointed teddy bear Bjorn Bjornson, to irresistible Evelyn, a wool felt inchworm decked out

in mod glasses and a kerchief, and Koji, a fiercely cute spiked softie monster. Thereâ€™s something

for everyone hereâ€”from kids to grown-ups and from beginning sewers to advanced dollmakers.

Each pattern includes clear illustrations and pattern templates to ensure perfect results.
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When I discovered craft blogs 4 years ago, Hillary Lang's [...] was my first blog crush. I've

purchased and sewn several of her patterns, was pleased as punch to see the pending book

announcement, and so excited to get the e-mail this week that her books were shipping a bit earlier

than expected. I'm a big fan of Hillary's, appreciating her writing and aesthetic, so I was expecting to

love this book (bought one for me and one for my mum). I can be quite critical of craft books,

however: many seem to just be riding on an artist or blogger's niche fame and don't really offer

anything new. But _this book does not disappoint_.24 Dolls just came today, so I haven't actually

sewn any of the projects, but I have sewn her patterns before and they're usually well tested. I

particularly appreciate this book because:(1) The photography is excellent. Not only is it

design-gorgeous, but each view of a project shows useful aspects that help the reader in recreating



or appreciating the toy's details.(2) The illustrated instructions are very clear. Extras like

color-contrasted stitch lines and measurements will keep me from making first-timer mistakes.(3)

There is an excellent mix of projects. Gender, detail, fabric type, size, and play use are varied. I

could recognize each as uniquely Hillary's, but they are different from each other and from her

previously shared or published patterns.(4) The extensive "Wee Wonderfuls Basics" section at the

end covering materials, methods, and expert hints is worth the price of purchase itself. It's clear

enough for beginners and thorough enough for toy-maker-aholics such as myself.(5) Although the

instructions themselves are direct, each is headed with Hillary's own trademark best-friend

commentary.
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